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Classical Ceramic Works Studied by Ceramic Artists of Modern Kyoto:
A Consideration on the Origin of Kyoto Ware
MORISHITA Aiko
Since fiscal year 2008, the present author has been conducting research on classical ceramics
collected by ceramic artists who were based in Kyoto between the Meiji and Taisho periods. The
research also involves studies on documents featuring ceramic techniques developed in Kyoto,
which were published from the middle to the end of the Meiji period.
In the research, attention has been paid to the image of kyoyaki (Kyoto ware), whose
characteristics function as important bases for an understanding of the achievements of Kyoto
ceramic artists. When discussing the characteristics of kyoyaki, the first point to note is that it is
one of the craftworks produced in Kyoto itself. Kyoyaki is the name given to ceramics produced
mainly either in Kyoto or in its neighboring areas, particularly to a group of ceramics produced in
Kyoto during the Edo period. For this reason, it has the added value of the image of Kyoto as the
old capital. The second characteristic of kyoyaki is its variety, which attests to the fact that Kyoto
artists were eager to introduce the trends and fashion of their times. Based on these
characteristics, the author discusses how kyoyaki of the Edo period was received and evaluated in
the modern era and how the techniques and designs of kyoyaki were selected and inherited by
ceramic artists of the time. In order to provide a deeper understanding of the discussion, the
author introduces classical ceramic works collected by ceramic artists of Kyoto which served as
their “reference pieces.”
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